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Basketball starter arrested on felony charges
8v LISA WHEAT
N fWS EDI TOR

Murray State University Police
arrested Ray Cunningham, senior
from Louisville, at 6:35a.m. Thursday
on a warrant charging him with burglary, sexual abuse and unlawful
imprisonment.
Cunningham is being held in the
Calloway County Detention Center in
lieu of $10,000 cash bond.

The charges 11tem from nt leaflt two
separate incidents that allegedly
occurred in the early morning of Sept.
23 at Regents College. An arraign·
ment is scheduled for 9:30 a.m. Mon·
day at the Calloway County District
Court.
Cunningham is one of two seniors
on the Racer basketball team. He is a
returning starter at shooting guard.
Murray State Athletics Director
E.W. Dennison said Cunningham will

be suspended from the team pending
the progress of the investigation.
Cunningham was due to graduate in
May.
"The athletic department and the
University care about the safety of all
students, so we're taking this allegation very seriously," Dennison said.
''This is an unfortunate incident no
matter what the outcome."
Cunningham is a former Regents
College resident, but he moved off

campus this semester.
The alleged burglary has been classified as second degree and is a class
C felony, punishable by five to 10
years in prison and a $1,000 to $10,000
fine. The definition of the crime is to
enter or remain unlawfully in a
dwelling with the intent of committing a crime.
The alleged first-degree sexual
abuse is a class D felony, punishable
by one to five years in prison and a

'She's very down tQ earth - almost what you'd call a country girl.'

$1,000 to $10,000 fine. Acts under that
charge include subjecting another
person to sexual contact by forcible
compulsion. It can also be subjecting
another person to sexual contact who
is incapable of consent because the
person is physically helpless or less
than 12 years old. First-degree sexual
abuse does not include rape.
The alleged first-<legree unlawful
imprisonment is also a class D felony,
Pkate see CUNNINGIIAM/16
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Tipper Gore took a seat among Tilghman High School Band members after her speech at a
Paducah rally Thesday. Gore spoke on behalf of her husband, Vice President AI Gore.

Tipper solicits
west Kentucky votes
Paducah Community College sophomore Joey
Dickinson got the handshake of a lifetime at the
Tipper Gore rally in Paducah on Tuesday.
"She (Gore) came up to you and .1sked how
you're doing," he said .1ftcr the experience. "She's
very down to earth - almost what you'd call a
country girL"

1he charps
•Burglary
• Sexual abuse
• Unlawful
imprisonment

Organizations
discuss Greek
system guidelines
BY ERIN RicHARDS

BY LISA WHEAT
NEW$ EDITOR

RAY
CUNNINGHAM

Gore, wife of Vice President and Democratic
presidential candidate AI Gore spoke to a crowd
of about 400 outside Paducah City Hall, naming
issues that would be her husband's priority as
president.
Al Gore and his running mate, Connecticut
Sen. Joe Ueberman will face Texas Gov. George
W. Bush and his running mate, former Secretary
Please see TIPPER/16

Local sorority and fraternity chapters met last week to
discuss the im portance of
guidelines set by their
national organizations.
The Murray State Greek
system is adopting an accreditation program that is
already in place at other universities nationwide. In order
for the local sororities and
fraternities to be supported
by their national chapters,
they m ust agree on certain
expectations, such as a minimum GPA, community ser·
vice, leadership training,
alumni relationships and col·
laborative programming.
Vice President of Student
Affairs
Don
Robertson
believes the program will
strengthen Greek involvement at Murray State.
"The accreditation process
reflects the founding ideals of
the system, such as leadership, service and scholarship," he said.
Based on the feedback
from the Greek meetings, forma l guidelines for chapter
involvement w ill be established; however, Assistant
Vice Presiden t of Student
Affairs Mike Young said
these ideals are not revolutionary.
"lt's new in the sense that
the university is requiring
(the accreditation program},

but 95 percent of what we are
asking are things the fraternities and sororities are already
doing," said Young.
The other 5 percent falls
into the category of alcohol
and fraternity party policies.
National sorority councils
have recently determined
their local chapters cannot
co-sponsor an event if alcohol is present. Likewise, in
accordance with their national expectations, f raternities
are obligated to closely monitor their parties.
"Social events need to have
p roper risk management,"
Robertson said. "The fraternities must reinforce the verification of identification,
monitor their guests an d
make sure there are designated drivers."
Fraternities
are
also
required to close their "open
parties" and restrict access to
those on a guest list for insurance purposes.
"When you pay insurance
to a national organization,
you are part of a national policy and must embrace their
guidelines," Young said.
Robertson said fra ternity
member have been instructed to make necessary adjustments.
Said RObertson: "The fraternities need to take precautions because some of these
events get so large that they '
cannot be monitored."
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WaltZ?
The traditional
"Red Belt''
game between

Westem
Kentucky
University and
Murray State
may see its end
this year .lS a
traditiortill
rivalry. The
"Battle for the
Red Belt" has
taken place
since 1978,
when it became
the series'
offidnl traveling trophy.

' Game?

'
WKU Athletics Director:
The Last

The recent
winners ol~

annual Murtay
State - WeStern

Rivalry may resume in 2004
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
SPOIHS EDITOR

While the "Red Belt" game between
Murray State and Western Kentucky has
always been a huge rivalry for both
schools, this year's game may be more
important than any of their previous
encounters.
In fact, this year's contest will likely be
the last football game between the two
teams until at least the 2004 season, WKU
Athletics Director Wood Selig said.
"Anyone who knows anything about

News
The Hester College fire trial
has been delayed again to
give new Commonwealth
Attorney James A.
Wethington more time to
prepare.
•see Page 6

Kentucky
game:

football scheduling knows you have to
plan schedules two to five years in
advance," Selig said. "We have Wisconsin at Wisconsin, Elon, Kentucky State
and other contracted games in the workc;
already for the next couple of years. After
we heard from the Ohio Valley Conference this summer that associate member
status would be revoked after this ye.u
and we determined we were going into
the Gateway Cunference, we knew there
would be nothing we could do except
Please see RED

BO.T/16

ViewPoint
Ryan Brooks
discusses how
women need to
wear more clothes
on campus.
•see Page 4

1991: WJ<U, l'-0
1992: WJ<U, 47-15
1993: WKU, 4f-14
19M: WKU, 39-13
1995: MSU, 35--14

1996c WKU, 44-41
(201)

199'1: WKO, 52-SO
Ryan Brooks/The News

Western Kentucky players Hayes Thomas and Chris Price raise the Red Belt
after WKU's 21 -15 victor y over the Racers last year in Bowling Green.

CollegeL·e
Frustrated
with the lack
of parking? Try
Missy Jenkins'
wheels on for
size.
•see Page

(301')
1991t MSU, 36-31
1999: WKU, 21·15

Sports
Meesa Olah
and the
Murray State
Racers ended
their eight-game
losing streak
Tuesday night.
•see Page 12

Check out our official
site on the Internet,
www.thenews.org, for
more in-depth
coverage of MSU.
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Cloudy
Today:
Partly cloudy
High: 71
Low: 54

The Faculty Club will host a
reception to honor Provost and Vice
President of Academic Affairs Gary
Brockway on Wednesday from 4 to
6 p.m. at the Faculty Club.
The Club is located at 309
N. 14th St. All faculty are invited.

Saturday:
Partly cloudy
High: 76
Low: 52

Field day activities include
commissioning Ag school

Sunday:

Murray State's School of Agriculture will host an Agricullural
Diversification and Development
Field D<ty on Thursday.
High school-age Future Farmers
of America will tour the West Farm
complex in the morning, and the
public is invited to tour the grounds
from !:30 p.m. to 4:30p.m.
The focus of the day is to provide
farmt.?rs with cutting edge information for the agriculture industry.
Agricultural Commissioner Billy
Ray Smith will officially commission the new School of Agriculture
in a ceremony at 5 p.m. A meal will
follow.
For more information about the
field day, contact the School of
Agriculture at 762-3327.

Partly cloudy
·High: 79
Low: 53

Monday:
Partly cloudy
High: 81
Low: 57

Tuesday:
Partly cloudy
High: 82
Low: 58

Wednesday:
Partly cloudy
High:80
Low: 55

Kentucky writer presents
Mammoth Cave poetry
Davis McCombs, winner of the
2000 competition of the Yale Series
of Younger Poets, will present a
poetry reading at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 10

~

,

• •

in the Pogue Reading Room.
McCombs is a resident of Munfordville, and has been called by
past Kentucky Poet Laureate "the
state's best poet since Robert Penn
Warren." His poems are set above
and below the cave country of
south central Kentucky, where he
lives and works as a Mammoth
Cave tour guide.
The reading is sponsored by the
James 0. Overby Kentucky History
and Culture Series in cooperation
with the English department's reading series.
A book signing will follow the
poetry reading, and a reception to
honor the poet will take place at the
Faculty Club.

Ballroom dancing class
held next five Mondays
The Center for Continuing Education recently announced a ballroom dancing class to be taught by
professional instructor f:lsie Thurman.
The class will begin Monday and
continue for five consecutive Mondays through Oct. 30 from 7:30 to
8:30 p.m. at the Woodsmen of the
World Insurance Building on Third
and Maple streets.
Price for the class is $40. To register, contact the Center for Continuing Eaucation at 762-3662.

Murray State celebrates
eight years of study abroad
All 37 Murray State-sponsored
study abroad programs will b~ pre-

Editor in Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Viewpoint 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
fax: 762·:3]75
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762-4468

Faculty Club honors provost
with reception Wednesday

The Murray State News

Windy Mohead/Gue.st

Looking out from in:

Krista Yarbrough, a senior from Carlisle County, seizes a moment
of pleasant weather to study. Inconsistent weather conditions kept ma ny students inside.
sent at the eighth annual Study
Abroad Fair to discuss programs
available during 2000-01.
The fair runs from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. Thursday, and refreshments
are provided. Information will be
available on financial aid, scholarships, work abroad options and
travel tips.
Students who have studied
abroad will also tell about their
trips. There is no admission.

WKMS airs 'Only A Game'
sports magazine show
WKM5-FM will debut a new program in its weekend line-up with
"Only A Game," a weekly one-hour
sports magazine, Saturdays a t 6
p.m.
Hosted by au thor and veteran
National Public Radio commentator Bill Littlefield, "Only A Game"
covers more than winning and losing. Such d iverse topics as Title IX

Campus Briefly is compiled by Sltelley
Street, assistant news editor, and Brandi Williams, assisttmt college life
editor.

"THE MURRAY STATE NEWS ONLINE" FEATURES SOME OF THE SAME CONTENT WHICH
GOES INTO EACH fRIDAY'S EDITION OF "THE MURRAY STATE NEWS." "THE NEWS
0NUNE" IS UPDATED EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT.
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and the increased interest in women's sports, racism in sports and the
business of sports will also be
addressed.
Phone 800-599-4737 for information or to get a listener guide.
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?
Why is TIAA-CREF the

COME SEE AUTHOR WILLIAM CRANE
PRESENT AN INTERACTIVE LECTURE
WITH GUEST DEMONSTRATIONS BY
MSU STUDENTS!
OCTOl'fRS

CURRlS CfNTeR l'JiLLROOM liT 7 P-M,

I

#1 choice nationwide?
TheTIAA-CREF
Advantage.
Year in and year out, employees at education and
research institutions have turned to TIAA~CREF.
And for good reasons:
• Easy diversification among a range of expertly
managed funds
• A solid history of performance and exceptional
personal service
• A strong commitment to low expenses
• Plus, a full range of flexible retirement income opt1ons
For decades, 11AA-CREF has helped professors and staff
at over 9,000 campuses across the country invest torand enjoy-successful retirements.

ADVANTAGE
Investment Expertise
Low Expenses
Customized
Payment Options
Expert Guidance

Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple.
Go with the leader: TlAA-CREF.

SGA Office: 762-6951
www.kissing.com
www.msusga.com

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."'

sponsored by:

-

THE 1IIAA·CREF

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

ru more complete 1nformaoon on our secur1tJes productS, please calll800 842 2733. ext. 5509, to~ prospectuses. Re~ !hem carefully
before you invest • TlAA·CREF IndiVIdual and InStitutional Serw:es,tnc. d1stnbutes the CREF and TIAA Real Estate variable annuities • Teachers
Personal Investors SeMces, Inc. distributes the Personal AnnLIIttes vao~ annuity component, mutual fLwlck and tUition saY!~ agreemen.ts. •
TIM and TIAA.CR£F life Insurance Co., New Yen, NY, issue insurance and aMOities. • TlAA·CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust serw:es
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Alexander: Plant will not close
BY SHELLEY STREET
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

University President Kern Alexan·
der said Murray State will not close its
organic pasteurization plant unless
provided with proof it harms the environment.
"We have an academic interest and
an applied science interest," Alexander said. "We don't take that responsibility lightly to say we are going to
run out there and tear the building
down."
At least 10 evaluations by the Environmental Protection Agency have
reported the plant does not give off
harmful emissions, Alexander said.
Alexander's announcement comes
less than two months after the Murray
City Council and Calloway County
Fiscal Court both sent letters requesting its closure. Murray residents have
voiced opposition to the placement of
the plant since its opening. They have
claimed it creates an unpleasant odor
and may pose a health risk; however,
numerous EPA evaluations have
detected no odor and. found that the
plant falls within state regulations.
Alexander said the University must
fulfill its commitment to providing
research to help area farmers.
The pasteurization plant was built
as a research facility. Alexander said
the plant needs to uphold those
responsibilities.
"llte agricultural economic interests
in western Kentucky are very interest·
ed in .1lternative sources of food production and crop production," he
said. "Now to have someone to say
they smell a bad smel1 that cannot be
verified to compel the, University to
tear it down, there is so much at stake
here, we cannot act without serious

K ERN A LEXANDER
University president

" Vv'E WANT TO
BE GOOD
NEIGHBORS TO
THE PEOPlE NEXT
DOOR, BUTWE
HAVE A BROADER
RESPONSIBiliTY
TO THIS STATE
AND THE
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT OF
WESTERN
KENTUCKY. ,

Curtis Baker
Heath Bittell
RYan Drane
CaseY GotlfreY
Ben Gross
Clint HamPton
Bryan HaYse
Josh Kitchens
Kevin Lowe

consideration."
Alexander said in spite of the decision, the University sti11 wants to
maintain a good relationship with the
county, the city and its citizens.
"We want to be good neighbors to
the people next door, but we have a
broader responsibility to this state and
the economic development of western
Kentucky," he said.
One way the University has tried to
appease neighbors is through allowing an extension of a statute of limitations that would permit them to sue
the University because of the plant.
Three 60-day extensions of the statute
have been granted, which would
allow Lawsuits to be filed through
November, University general counsel John RaU said.
"We do this in an effort to work for
a resolution," Alexander said.
The extension requests were made
by attorney Hank Graddy on behalf of
Lynn Sullivan, owner of Sullivan's Par
3 Golf and Sports Center.
Rall said the University has not
received any lawsuits regarding the
pasteurization plant, but Sullivan said
he would not rule out the possibili ty
of filing one.
"That's a possibility for later on
down the road," he said.
He said he remains disgruntled.
"We and our neighbors are representing many Kentuckians, tourists
and students that have been wronged
by the improper placement of a wastehandling facility which processes animal feces," he said.
Sullivan said he thinks the University should shut the plant down even
though it has not violated EPA standards because Kentucky's air quality
standards are not strict enough.

•PoliceBeat
Thursday, Sept. 21

Saturday, Sept. 23

12:04 p.m. There was an
unknown trouble call from a
Clark College resident. EMS
was dispatched. The student
had hyperventilated and did
not require medical transport.
10:07 p.m. A student reported a
threatening message on her
answering machine.
11:29 p.m. An officer was out
checking a dumpster marked
"asbestos" on the Cutchin
Fieldhouse north side. Central
Plant advised an officer to tell
students not to remove carpeting from the dumpster.

9 a.m. An underage Elizabeth
College resident violated the
campus alcohol policy. Housing was notified for a disciplinary referral.
9 a.m. An underage Regents
College resident \riolated the
campus alcohol policy. Housing was notified for a disciplinilry referral.
11:49 p.m. A Regents College
residential adviser r~quested
an officer to go with her to a
room for a suspected alcohol
violation. The officer found
alcohol and notified Housing
for a disciplinary referral.

Friday, Sept. 22
1:35 a.m. Firecrackers were
being dropped out of windows
at Wh ite College room 817. An
officer confiscated the fireworks.
6:33 p.m. A fire extinguisher
was released at Elizabeth College, causing a fire alarm. The
fire department aired out the
floor.
10:32 p.m. An officer responded to a possible domestic dispute in the Regents College
parking lot. It was a verbal dispute and neither person was a
student.
11:37 p .m. Two students in
front of White College had
alcohol. Housing will take care
of the infraction.
11:57 p.m. A controlled substance was reported on the
Regents College eighth floor.
12 a.m. People in dark-colored
clothes were reported around
Wells Hall p laying capture the
flag.

Sunday, Sept. 24
12:29 a.m. An officer was
assisting the Murray Police
Department with an alcohol
violation at Hester College.
4:40 a.m . The Murray Police
Department received a call of a
fight in progress at the Lambda
Chi house and requested backup.
1:12 p .m. There was a fire
alarm on the Hart College fifth
floor. The resident adviser said
it was because of burnt bacon.
There was no fire

Monday, Sept. 25
7:55 a.m. Steam from a shower
at 806 College Courts set off a
fire alarm. Facilities Management was notified.

Tuesday, Sept. 26
12:05 a.m. Some students were
locked in Waterfield Library.
1 p.m. A tire was stolen off a

a."Men at Workff ~
•

7:30

BuY Your tickets at the door.
$5 - adults $3 - students
all Proceeds ao to Arthritis Research.

CiilNA l'UfffT
1 0°/ o Off with MSU Student ID
All
You
Can
Eat
Buffet
Fresh Buffet, Fresh Dessert, Salad & Ice Cream
OPEN DAILY

Mon.- Thur.: I 0:30 a.m.- 10 p.m. • Fr i. & Sat.: 10:30 a.m.10:30 p.m. • Sun.: 10:30 a.m.-9:30p.m.

"CASH IN A FLASH "

l.oans On An~thin1 Of Value
We Tote The Note Auto Sales
Cars • Trucks • Guns • Knives • TV's
Stereos • Musical Equiptment • Coins • Jewelry
Stamps • Baseball Cards • Antiques • Miscellaneous
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Lariat Leather Addition•
Mtm & Women Harcl.ok

Year Anniversary
713 S. 12 St.
MURRAY, KY 42071

600 n. ~ 2th St. (Next door to Taco John's)
Central Shopping Center • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-8916
~

Casa del Sol

3

753-7113

May~PY~!
CalL753-0700
1tr Free Pregnancy Tests
ftf Information About ALL Choices
ftf Caring and Confidential Help

1100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY

753-1133

vehicle at the Regents College
parking lot.
8:25 p.m. An off-duty officer
was reported with a gun west
of Lovett Auditorium. The person turned out to be an officer
with the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department. Everything was OK.

Wednesday, Sept. 27
1:05 a.m. An officer warned a
person for loud music in the
residential college circle.
4:40 p.m. An officer was out at
College Courts attempting to
serve a warrant.
4:48 p.m. An officer was out at
Winslow Dining Hall attempting to serve a warrant.
5:03p.m. An officer was out at
Stewart Stadium attempting to
serve a warrant.
5:07p.m. An officer was out at
RSEC attempting to serve a
warrant.

Thursday, Sept. 28
1:38 a.m. A bike was reported
stolen at Franklin College.
6:30 a.m. Ray Cunningham,
senior from Louisville, turned
himself in at Calloway County
Jail.

Racer Escorts - 22
Motorists Assists - 6

Police Beat is compilt•d by Sltelle~;
Street, assistant tlt.'WS editor, from
materials available from Public
Safety. All calls arc not nect>ssarily listed.

John McDaniel
Mike Nacke
John Pettit
Eric Suites
Travis TandY
Michael Thorne
Rush Trowel
John Wrii!ht
SPonsored
bYAOll

DC
C I INTERNET IS HERE! '
·Lowest Internet Rrlce Anywhere
·A• Low As $12.50 Per Month
· V.90 and ISDN
·No Busy Signals
· NO SETUP FEES
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Qlll Now 800.562.495.9

"Riddle of the Week": R
..;!

Who and where can you find not only the
greatest most appealing deals on calling ~
cards, authentic coffees, teas and fruit
drinks and while I'm asking,
"also the tastiest snacks?"

'>

All servic:es free of charge.

~~~~~

1506 Chestnut Street
(across from the I&T Building)
L,_=.:..::.;:~:.=.:....-~ www.LHouse.org

305N. 12th
University Square

L

a

-
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(carry out and delivery $5 minimum, please)
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Answer:
Gloria's World Village Foods and Cafe
located across from Pogue Library at
214 N. 15th Street
759-3233

-

-

ViewPoint
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Question

Issue:
THE MURRAY·
WESTERN Reo
BELT RIVALRY IS
COMING TO A
CLOSE.

POSITION:
THE LOSS OF THIS

What do you think
about the residential
colleges being painted
red?
11

RIVALRY AT MSU
MAY CAUSE A
DECLINE IN
FOOTBAU

ATIENDANCE.

f THINK IT

LOOKS A LOT
BEITER THAN IT

010.

11
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Loss of rivalry hurts spirit
Our View

Week

The Murray State News

Great sports rivalries are
what bring in the fans. The
Dallas Cowboys and the
Washington Redskins m
the
National
Football
League have kept the
stands packed for years
and have withstood the test
of time.
The same goes for
Auburn and Alabama on
the college level. These
rivalries could be considered time-honored traditions, the stuff that sports
superstitions and healthy
competition are made of.
The greatest rivalries
bring fans to the stadium
hours early, sporting their

teams' colors and gear from
head to toe.
But sadly, Murray State
football fans may not be
sporting the blue and gold
to L.T. Smith Stadium in
Bowling Green for a long
time.
And don't expect to see
the Hilltoppers busting out
the red and white at Roy
Stew~rt Stadium after Saturday.
WKU officials decided to
leave the Ohio Valley Conference for the Gateway
Conference after the OVC
gave them an ultimatum:
All sports or no sports.
Western went with the

latter choice, and with their
schedule booked until
2004, it doesn't look like
there's a spot saved for
Murray football in the
game plan anytime soon.
Attendance at MSU football games declined from
an average of 9,170 people
per game in 1998 to 4,888 in
1999. The loss of Murray's
greatest rival from the
schedule may be just the
reason students are looking
for to stay in the residential
colleges on a Sa tu rda y
night and rent a movie.
With fan support waning
and Murray State football
tradition as stable as the

revolving door of coaches
the Racers have had in the
past few years, the absence
of Western's red blob mascot from the schedule does
not paint a promising
future for gridiron glee.
Whatever it takes.
That is what the powersto-be at MSU must remember when Western's schedule opens up in 2004. The
HiHtoppers must return to
the schedule and become a
permanent fixture.
But don't fear, fans. You
can look forward to the
Oct. 7 showdown with Tcnnesse-Martin to make you
forget the Red Belt blues.

Pseudo-events bring air of artificiality

AARON CAIIIIOU

Our VIeW

scphomore, Murray

Issue:
T HE TIPPER G ORE
11

1 DIDN'T UKE

IT AT FIRST, BUT
NOW IT IS OK.

11

RALLY IN
PADUCAH WAS
NOT SPEOFIC.

POSITION:
IN ORDER TO
REACH MORE
MEUSSA McELYA
sophomor8, Paducah

PEOPLE, CANDIDATES AND THEIR
REPRESENTATIVES
ARE GOING TO
11

1 THINK IT'S

GOING TO BE A

HAVE TO DO
MORE THAN
LOCALIZE A

lOT OF

Jl

...
DANIELLE WALSH

lr8Shman. Franktor1

11

fT

LOOKS

N ICE, BUT
AREN'T OUR
COLORS BLUE
AND G0l0?

11

VENISHIA McGREGOR

lr9$hman, Paducah
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PAINTING THEM

All RED?"
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Weather brings clothes for women

Editor in Chief

Chief Copy Editor

Throw up a podium, bring crowd just wouldn't do for a
\~AN'( 'fu\.J SO Ml_X:.~,"""PA'DUCP.t-1.1
in a band, get some signs and Tipper Gore.
what do you have? A pseuNow lets move on to the
LO\/E \H \S
do-event, ladies and gentle- speech. It started out a little
men!
rough. Reading all those
Wait, one more thing- the names of people to thank off
media. Whatever you do, cue cards must have been a
don't forget the media.
chore. You think she prac·
Premade, prepackaged and ticed the pronunciations
ready for public consump- ahead of time?
tion. We are exposing the
After all the acknowledgmajority of political events ments were out of the wayfor what they are, and the that is, all except that of the
Tipper Gore rally in Paducah college sophomore (they
was no exception.
must have forgotten to tell
"Tipper Rocks" signs dot- her about that one) - Gore
~ed the ~owd~
1, 11d. l_,;lCf\) *g- I'Qq~ on to the body of tP~.
nitariel<Sftow o~up tb ~l'- .....SP.~· Sh~ tailored•the ,talk
~~' ...
' .
'-'~
, ........... ~
•
't
'
come her noble appearance. to'. tit the Pad1.1<::ah ~>audience~· "1~~~~~~~;!::===~~~~~;;::::~~~~
They even invited a college promising her husband
sophomore to tell the crowd would remember the workers
how her pocketbook would of the Gaseous Diffusion
benefit from Al Gore's plan to Plant.
help pay for college educaThe rest went pretty
tion.
smoothly, which was really
Bands played. Crowds no surprise. After all, she's
cheered. And Tipper wore a probably made those promiswide smile.
es hundreds of times across
But was it really a coinci- the country on behalf of her
dence that an approximate husband. The claims were
400-member crowd was ambiguous there's no
squeezed into an area that telling just how a vote on the
would comfortably fit about Gore/Lieberman Democratic
100 less people - while you ticket would equal fulfillment
know the area outside the of the promises.
city hall could fit a few hun·
But that doesn't really matdred more?
ter because the beloved TipAnd just ask political sci- per is in town and western
ence professor Mark Wattier Kentuckians are just flattered
how many times he was she saw fit to grace them with
Although other media may
the reason for the appearasked to get off the bleachers her presence.
'
not see through the scheme,
so the organizers
could move
After the speech, Gore ance, after all.
just think, 400 people in "The Murray State News"
the audience closer to the shook hands and met with
attendance, but thousands can expose the event for what
podium.
the press for 10 minutes His theory: A tight crowd almost as much time as she more who would see their it is- premade, prepackaged
beloved Tipper on TV or in and ready for public conappears to be a large crowd. spent addressing the crowd.
next
day's papers.
sumption.
And TV footage of a sparse Then again, the media was

"

PRAISE

Goo

FOR COLD

WEATHER."

Praise God for cold weather.
Many advantages come with
the change, but one stands out
from all the others. The winter
wardrobe comes out from the
cedar chest, blankets are pulled
from the linen closet to save a
few dimes on the heating bill,
and the women on this campus
finally put some clothes on.
Yeah, I'll say it. Not only do I
look forward to the cold season
because it means Christmas
lights and fires in the fireplace,
but also bt..>eause it stands for
the disappearance of spaghetti
straps. Say hello to lots and lots
of material. The more the merrier. Praise God for cold weath-

er.
We all notice the Murray

State workers in their beige
Dickies hanging out the window of the Murray-State-

issued trucks. It sometimes
seems to me that they'd get a
whole lot more work done if
they got their tongues back in
their mouths. Ladies, they' re
not looking at you because
you're so intelligent (illthough
you very well may be); it's
because you' re not wearing
anything!
Don' t shoot me down just
yet. I realize th.1t I may be making somewhat of a generalization and/ or stereotype here.
But, I also realize I am speaking
to a majority of the women on
this C<lmpus. You know who
you are.
It is not at ,111 my intent to
shame or emb.1rrass anyone. I
admit I am not the m ost Hberal
of coliL-ge students. It may even
be hard to grasp that I would
be writing this. Many males on

this campus would applaud
you for you efforts to leave
nothing ldt to their imagina·
lions. Instead, I .1m suggesting
the opposite.
1am not some kind of freak. I
am not a homosexual. I am
s imply a Christian; just as the
majority of you reading this
are. As a Bible-toling believer I
don't w:mt to ~ce Christian
women walk by me half-naked
eve ry day as l pass through the
<.lU,ld. I don' t want to see any
women half-nc1kcd for that
m.1tter. Make fun if you wish;
ridicule me if you like, but anyone who claims Christianity
knows th.ll [ h,we ,, valid point.
When God w.ltdtes you step
o ut of your room each mom·
ing, does lie wish that you' d
put his creation inside something less revealing? I appeal to

you to follow his ins truction.
Christian
women
hnve
absolutely no idea how diffi.
cult it is for a Christian man to
walk amongst a ~J of flesh
each d.1y .tnd not St.'e something he shouldn' t. But, all
things can be done through
Christ, right? I believe it, but l
would also J sk thclt you would
help by considering what God
wants you to put on in the
morning.
A s for now, the wmter
wardrobes are coming out
from the cedar chest, and bl.ulkets .ue being pulled from the
linen closet. But as for next
summer, please remembe r
why I praise God for cold
weather.

Rynn Brooks !~ photo t'dilt1r for
" Tire Murray State N~IIS."

Write to us
"The Murray
State News"
welcomes
commentaries and
letters to the cd i·
tor. Letters should
be 300 words or
less and must be

signed.
Contributors
should include
c1ddresses and
phone numbers
for verification.
Please include
hometown,
clllssification, title
or relationshjp to
the University.
" The Murray
State News"
reserves the right
to edit for style,
length and
content.
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Limited alcohol good venture for Murray
I have had the pleasure of teaching and working with Murray
State students for seven years, and
I have generally fow1d these students to be intelligent, mature,
open-minded individuals. As a
member of the Murray Restaurant
Referendum Committee, I am calling on these mature, levelheaded
people for help.
A unique opportunity exists this
November to change the face of
Murray and, to a certain degree,
Murray State, for the better. As
many of you know, there will be a
referendum on the ballot that
asks,' "Do you favor the sale of
alcohol by the drink in restaurants
seating more than 100 that derive
at least 70 percent of their rev-

enues from the sale of food." This appropriate, and yes, even healthy those that would prefer that "radhas been referred to loosely as the way to consume alcohol
ical" ideas such as this not be put
"moist bill," but in a nutshell, it
Don't kid yourself. There are forward and that you not have the
would allow the limited sale of Murray residents who are resis- opportunity to vote on them.
alcohol at larger restaurants in tant to change of any form, even
In short, we need your help.
Murray.
something as limited and level- Please consider changing your
This initiative is not about headed as we feel this initiative is. voting registration by registering
debauchery, drunk driving or any Murray has invited people like to vote in Murray. You and I are as
of the other things that can hap- myself to live here and to teach its much a part of this community as
pen when alcohol is abused; we sons and daughters material that anyone who has lived here for 50
already have plenty of that here at an "outsider," such as I have years. In order to vote in a general
MSU and in the city of Murray. (U learned by studying and working election in Murray, all new voters
you don't believe it, just look at in many other parts of the coun- must register with the Calloway
the Police Beat section of today's try.
County Clerk on or before Oct. 9.
paper).
Murray has invited you stu- Voter registration forms are availOn the contrary, this bill would dents to live here and be a part of able at the County Clerk's office in
allow for the responsible con- this community while you learn the Calloway County Courthouse,
sumption of alcohol at restau- and work and spend your money at the MSU Student Government
rants, (which implies with food) and contribute immensely to the Association office or from me.
which is known to be a mature, local economy; however, there are
Key issues for our community in

Housing difficulties
in colleges adding up
In My
Opinion

LOREE STARK

. "SOAP HAS A
HOME.

LET US

NOT TAKE ITS
SHELTER
AWAY."

I expected my shower on Tuesday morning to be like any other
shower. As I laid my towel and
shampoo on the bench next to the
shower, I didn't think anything out
of the ordinary would occur during my daily cleansing experience.
And, as I placed my razor in the
soap dish, I certainly didn't think
that the weight of it would cause
the dish to fall halfway out of the
wall. But, you see, it did. A closer
investigation showed me there
was little to no caulk surrounding
the soap dish.
And then 1 started thinking
about the other bathroom problems I've run into in my stay in the
Murray residential colleges.
I remembered slipping on broken tile when I lived in Hester last
year.
I thought back to the rapidly
changing consistency of the water
temperature that I've encountered
in both Hester and Elizabeth colleges.
And then I thought about what
improvements 1 had seen to the
residential colleges in the year that
I have been here.
Well, they're painting them red.
Don't get me wrong. I'm all for
matching residential colleges.
There's absolutely nothing wrong
with a little color coordination.
But, maybe, just maybe, would it
be too much to ask for a soap dish
that isn't prone to jumping from its
home?
The more I thought about it, the
more I wondered what other problems students were experiencing
in the residential colleges.
After perusing the police beat
from the last five issues of "The
Murray State News," I present to
you, the student body, the top five
problems reported in the residential colleges (a tribute to "High
Fidelity").
1) Water leakage. Since the
beginning of the semester, there
have been seven· instances of water
leakage reported on campus, most
notably air conditioning problems.
Three of the seven instances
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"YOUR VOTE
COUNTS IN
THIS
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fohn Crofton is an associate profrssor
of physics and engineering.
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In My
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this election are, of course, the
race for president, state and
national legislators, local elected
officials and the local option for
the sale of alcohol by the drink in
restaurants. Your vote counts in
this important election.
Finally, a word about patience.
Those that wish to dissuade you
from voting will do their best to
see that ther~ is a long line at the
University precinct on election
day.
Do not be discouraged. Classes
do not meet that day, so consider'the time in line as your contribution to a truly noble cause.

IMPORTANT
ELECTION."

\ A~12£E. \ Ju~T
LoVE: ALL. O"F TttE
\ N TEL.L. E C. T UAL
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were reported in Clark College,
which I think merits a little ''looking into."
2) Elevator difficulties. Ah, yes ...
the famed rickety residential college elevators.
Surprisingly,
only
three
instances of elevator problems
have been reported in the residential colleges so far this year. But if
you think about it, that's three
times people were probably stuck
in the elevator with somebody
they didn't know (possibly claustrophobic) for an extended period
of time. That's enough reason for
me to take eight flights of stairs to
my room every day.
3) Drain problems. In one particular instance, a student in Clark
reported that drains were stopping
up, causing a flood in the residential college room.
The way I look at it, repeated
flooding will only lead to problems with the floors, which will
lead to more water leakage when it
starts dripping through to the
room below. Is this the chain that
we want to see carried out?
4) Pink-colored water. Ok, only
one student reported this problem,
but I found it captivating. I, too,
have a penchant for pastels, but
not when I'm pouring myself a cup
of water to drink.
5) The soap dish. Again, this a
problem that only I and my floormates have probably encountered,
but a problem nonetheless.
, Soap has a home. Let us not take
its shelter away.
I want to add at this point that
some of the problems reported by
students in the residential colleges
have been taken care of immediately, and the housing department
should be commended for their
efforts.
But I think everyone knows not
to judge a ~ook by its cover, and
even the most smashing shade of
red isn't going to change the problems in the residential colleges.

Loree Stark is tire viewpoint editor for
"Tile Murray State News."

College experiences often taken for granted
Parental advice will echo
throughout Murray State's
campus today and tomorrow as countless older versions of us visit for Family
Weekend.
Hidden within the perfunctory , "you really
should eat and sleep
more" and "going to class
leads to a better CPA" will
be a suggestion all should
heed.
H's every elders' favorite
urging,
"Enjoy
this
because college is the best
time of your life."
If other MSU students
are anything like me, they
have undoubtedly wondered how a period of little sleep, less income,

incessant studying and
relentless worrying about
life beyond graduation
could be the best of anything.
I hate to admit it, but my
recent experience away
from MSU has proven to
me that it is so true. Experiences here will differ, as
will paths after graduation, but generally this is
as good as it gets. What
brought me to this conclusion?
Only a week prior to the
first day of classes, I
returned
from
eight
months of working in the
big, bad city of Washington, D.C.
It was the most benefi-

cial experience of my college career. The skills I
developed and insights J
gained are proving to be
more invaluable every
day.
Away from work, 1 fell
in love with what locals
simply call "the District."
On nice days I would walk
five blocks and eat my
lunch , in Lafayette Park,
just outside the north gate
of the White House.
The museums of the
Smithsonian Institution
were at my disposal.
Whenever I felt like it,
which was less than I
should, I ran from the
Capitol to the Lincoln
Memorial,
past
my

halfway
marker,
the
Washington Monument.
Despite never having a
shortage of things to do, I
sorely missed MSU. When
pondering how this could
be, know that I was suddenly chosen for the
internship late in the fall
semester of last year.
While thinking I was
returning to MSU for the
spring semester, I was
suddenly plucked from it
all and thrown into a routine of a . one-way hourlong subway commute to a
9-to-5 job.
It was a huge and sudden change. I quickly
started to realize all of the
things I took for granted in
• • \li

to in a weekend .
college.
I missed having only one
Most importantly,
class on some days and no missed the friends I have
classes on others.
made at MSU . It is my
intention
to cherish the
I missed staying up until
limited
time
I have to
2 in the morning talking
with friends about nothing spend with them before
at all serious or important. we all travel our different
I missed seeing a famil- paths.
So please do me a favor.
iar face every time I
Acknowledge this time at
walked through campus.
Surprisingly, I missed MSU as precious and don't
classes. By the way, the waste a single minute of it.
material professors try to Trust me, it will end
drill into our heads will be abruptly and you will
useful. It was for me dearly miss it. I did, but
fortunately I had the
almost every day.
I missed post-party trips chance to return.
through the long drivethru at Hardee's. I missed Russ Oates is a copy editor
weekend trips to places for HTI1e Murray State
really too far to be driven News"

In My
Opinion

Russ
OATES

"DESPITE NEVER
HAVING A
SHORTAGE OF
THINGS TO DO.

I SORELY MISSED
MSU."
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Hester, Clark debate societies tackle 'wet/dry' issue
ea ting dessert without suffering from
an unhealthy diet.
Newe ll said Murray's prohibition
Clark and Hester college debate soci- standpoint was the problem with its
eties conducted a debate over the con- current legislation.
troversial Restaurant Referendum
" Decreasing availability does not
Monday at 8 p.m. in the Curris Center decrease consumption," Newell said.
Theater.
Newell said advantages of Murray
Representing the Hester coJlege side going moist included the town and
advocating liquor-by-the-drink sales in University becoming more attractive to
restaurants were Captain Kiley Newell, prospective residents and students;
senior from Salem, Ill., and Erin Kelly, more restaurants, which would create
sophomore from St. Louis. Represent- more dining options as well as jobs;
ing the opposing view for Clark college extra profits for restaurants already
were Captain Mike Homer, freshman here; and a decrease in people driving
from Maryland He ig hts, Mo., a nd to Tennessee and other counties to
Grant Quertermous, junior from Padu- have a drink with a meal.
cah.
In the negative side's opening stateMSU Debate Club President Billy ment, Homer discussed a possible
Hansen, senior from St. Peter, Mo., was increase in crime if Murray were to go
the moderator for the debate.
moist, which may jeopardize Murray's
In the affirmative side's <?Pening ranking as the safest college town in
statement, Newell emphasized the Kentucky.
individual's responsibility to manage
"A Sept. 26, 1999 article from 'The
his or her drinking by comparing it to Abilene Reporter' gives some demo-such things as spending time in the graphics on Texas where dry cities with
sunlight without getting a sunburn or a population of 15,~ to 20,000 reportBY MARCI OwEN
STAFF W RITER

ed two crimes per 100 residents where
as wet counties with the same populations reported three crimes per 100 residents," Homer said.
Horner said Murray might not
receive the economic boost some are
foreseeing. One example he gave was a
similar city in Texas that did not
receive the economic increase it had
expected by going moist.
During the cross-examination, Kelly
asked the negative side if they were
completely against moderate drinking.
"I'm against you drinking and then
getting behind the wheel," Quertermous responded. "If you can prove
that every individual doesn't get
behind the wheel after they've been
drinking, then I'll give that to you."
In closing statements, the affirmative
Ryan Brooks/The News
side pointed to evidence supporting
James Barnes, freshman from Paris, ~·., listens to the pro-wet side's closing
the belief that Murray State students
argument at Monday's debate. Barnes was an advocate for the con position.
and community members can handle a
record low according to the National thought had stronger arguments by
moist county without chaos.
standing on a designated side of the
"This is evident because college stu- Institute on Drug Abuse," Kelly said.
After
closing
statements,
audience
room. Hansen announced the affirmadents use of alcohol has hit an all-time
low and binge drinking has also hit a members voted for the team they tive side as the victor5.
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(1 miss things like feeling

grass between my toes.
Sometimes, I'm afraid I'll
forget how that feels."
-Missy jenkins

Student adjusts to college life With help from sister
BY MEUSSA STONEBERGER
COlLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Twins Missy and Mandy Jenkins are identical in
almost every way.
They are freshmen social work majors from Paducah who shant the same schedule. Their blonde
hair is the same length. They have the same warm
smile. Both are neatly dressed, and they can fmish
each other's sentences.
The only apparent difference is that Missy is paralyzed from the chest down; however, this doesn't
matter to her sister or their friends.
"We don't even see her wheelchair," Mandy
said.
Missy's story is familiar to many in the area.
While attending a morning prayer circle at Heath
High School in West Paducah, she was shot in the
left Shoulder by fellow student Michael Carneal.
Mandy also attended the prayer circle, but was not
hurt in the shooting.
Nearly three years later, both women have
moved on to college. While many people in Missy's situation might feel intimidated to take the
first step into college, both she and her sister felt
this was what was best for them.
"We made the decision together," Mandy said.
"We wanted to go someplace we could go together."
Mandy plays a pivotal role in Missy's life, and
seems to be as much of a support to Missy as her
wheelchair.
"I can't imagine living without her," Missy said.
''She's been there with me my entire life."
Their bond has helped Mi!sy adjust to the sometimes difficult task of attending college in a wheelchair.
Since their mother is wheelchair bound because
of crippling arthritis and osteoporosis, Mandy has
assumed much of the responsibility as primary
caregiver for Missy. When Missy had to travel for
rehabilitation, Mandy was always by her side.
Mandy had to learn how to help Missy do chores
that most people would find menial.
"I had to learn how to help her dress, how to
transfer from the wheelchair," Mandy said. "Going
somewhere in a car was real frustrating."
Because Missy celebrated her 16th birthday in
the hospital, she never Learned how to drive a car
by accelerating and breaking with her feet. Instead,
she has a specially designed car that uses hand
controls to exert pressure on the brake and gas
pedals. A bar extends out of her steering column.
When She pushes down, it accelerates the car.
When she pushes out on the bar, it activates the

be a little harder to spot me out if I were walking.
When you're in a wheelchair, you're being spotted."
Going to class is also a little more troubling on
rainy days. Although Mandy shares the same
schedule and walks to class with Missy, it is often
hard to keep the rain off her.
"I hate rainy days," said Missy. "It especially
sucks on a cold, rainy day. The metal in my chair is
cold, which makes me colder."
Despite the challenges of Missy's disability,
Mandy sees their lives in a positive light.
"I feel like she was put in a wheelchair for a reason," Mandy said. ''God knew she could handle
being in a wheelchair. He knew I could handle the
emotional baggage."
Both women are also ieaming to function independently of each other. This is the first time in
their lives they have roomed apart.
Family support and desire for campus involvement led Missy to Rush this fall, and she became a
member of Alpha Omicron Pi. Mandy chose not to
Rush, but has decided to do so next year.
As for the future, Missy has decided to become a
social worker and help disabled teen-agers and
children.
"When I was in the hospital, I met with a social
worker who was supposed to tell you about life in
a wheelchair," Missy said. "The person I was talking to had no disability at all."
Missy said she was uncomfortable asking the
non-disabled social worker questions about her
disability.
"l felt I learned more from patients than social
workers," she -said. '1 can identify with other people in wheelchairs. That way they can ask me ques• tions and know that I am going through the same
things that they are."
Missy often mentions "the cure,'' an elusive hope
that seems to drive her daily life.
She is referring to a cure for spinal cord injuries.
Missy said she is unsure when a cure for her injury
will come, but she is hopeful it will be soon
because of research advances. She has spent much
time learning to walk so she can be ready when
Ryan Brooks/The Newo;
doctors discover a cure.
"My biggest accomplishment was learning how
Missy Jenkins, freshman from Paducah, had to make more adjustments than most freshmen.
to walk with my brace," she said. "It's good exerbrakes.
er and getting in and out of the chair," Missy said. cise, so whenever the cure comes along, I'll be
"That's the only way I've ever learned to drive,
Driving Lo;n't the only area where Missy feels ready."
so I was able to adjust pretty well," Missy said.
some strain in her life. She leaves for class at least
Missy will travel to St. Louis in December to test
Just because Missy can drive does not mean tra\·- 30 minutes early to arrive on time. Missy said trav- a medicine that might give her some movement or
eling is easy for her. It is complicated for her to eling to class often tires her arms. But the wheel- feeling in the lower half of her body.
make a simple trip to the store.
chair does not slow her down as much as people
"I miss things like feeling grass between my
"I can go in a car by myself, but it takes a lot stopping to chat.
toes," she said. "Sometimes, I'm afraid I'll forget
more time and a lot more energy, getting it togeth"People stop and talk to me," she said. "It would how that feels."

Support services available for disabled
I Y RACHEL KIRK
STAFF WRITER

Many students aren't aware that
making Murray State handicapped
flCCessible requires much more than
elevators and ramps.
Murray State is required by law to
provide accommodations so that students with disabilities can participate
in class. Both Student Support Services
and Services for Students with Learning Disabilities work with students to
increase their learning potential.
"We do this to make it a level playing field for all students," Molly
Young, outreach specialist for SSS,
said.
Cindy Clemson, SSLD coordinator,
estimated that there are 250 students
who seek assistance for their disabilities on campus. Clemson said she
believes there are many more students
who do not realize that they have a
disability, or do not ask for assistance
with their disability.
"I think there are hundreds of Murray State students walking around
here with learning disorders," Gemson said.
While SSLD deals only with learning
disabilities, SSS helps students with
both physical and learning disabilities.
Young said in order for students to
receive services, they must have a documented disability.
Disabilities include, but are not limited to, attention deficit disorder,

dyslexia, head injuries and other physical disabilities.
"We have more of the types. who
have disabilities that you can't see,"
Clemson said. "The majority of my
students are dyslexic."
SSS and SSLD offer note takers in the
classroom, test proctoring, sign language interpreters, oral readers for
tests and textbooks on tape. Also, there
are computer programs available, such
as Kurzweil 3000 at Waterfield
Library. This program allows students
to scan papers onto a computer screen
to make the type larger. The computer
can also read the papers to students.
Young said many students go
through college never taking advantage of these resources.
"They don't know these are available until they get hooked up with a
program like ours," Young said.
Both Young and Clemson dispel the
myth that students with disabilities
are not smart or do not belong in college.
"Just because they can' t hear or can't
see doesn't mean they're mentally
incompetent," Young said. "If they
didn't have the mental ability, they
wouldn't be in college."
Clemson agreed, adding people do
not understand students can be smart
and have a learning disorder.
Said Clemson: "They are every bit as
bright and have the right to an equal
education."

University attempts to make
facilities handicap accessible
BY BRANDl W ILLIAMS
ASSISTANT COUEGE l.JFE EDITOR

For the past few years the University
has been faced with claims that many
of its facilities are not handicap accessible. However, University officials
have made every attempt to make the
campus more accessible.
"I'm glad we are able to make these
changes and any improvement in the
progress of these ch.mges would be
much appreciated by those who use
them,'' Vice President of Finance and
Administrative services Tom Denton
said.
Jeanne Gallimore, director of the
Center for Accessible Lh·ing, an organizalion no afftliated with the University, filed a complaint with the Office of
Civil Rights in June of 1999 after she
discovered the Regional Special Events
Center wa::> not in compliance with the
federal Americans with Disabilities
Act.
Gallimore said the Center for Accessible Living is not an ADA watchdog
organization. They try to promote education in the law and keeping business-

es and organizations informed on how
they can comply with it.
She went to RSEC to see if it was
ADA accessible, and when she discovered it wasn't, she made a plea to the
University.
"At that point we brought It to
MSU's attention and it kind of fell on
deaf ears," Gallimore said.
She said she filed a complaint with
the Office of Civil Rights after trying to
get the University to comply for more
than a year.
Since the OCR's visit to campus last
August, the University has made
changes to several places on campus to
comply with the law.
Automatic door openers have been
placed at the Curris Center and Mason
Hall has been given handicap-accessi·
ble w.tlkways and handicap-accessible
parking.
"Several renovations that include
ADA accessible issues have been taken
care of such as sidewalk improvements, restroom improvements and
lifts around campus," Denton said.
Denton also said there have been

renovations to the elevators to include
ADA controls. Also, the new sprinkler
system now includes an ADA strobe
light alert systems.
"A lot of what we do to renovate and
repair include ADA projects," Denton
said.
Gallimore said the University is still
looking at what changes need to b~
made at the EXPO center, Roy Stewart
Stadium and RSEC
"Nothing final has been made at
RSEC," Gallimore said. "It is my
understanding that they are still negotiating with MSU."
Gallimore also said the state estimated it would cost $300,000 to make
RSEC accessible.
.OCR representatives will rt!tum to
campus to see if everything meets
ADA standards after all the change are
made.
Gallimore said she is pleased with
the changes thus far.
''I'm glad to see that there is some
progress being made," she said. "The
only way there are going to be changes
made is for people to speak up,"

This is the first in a series titled "Focus On Ability." In the coming weeks, this series will feature
the every day triumphs and struggles of Murray State students who live with disabilities.
I
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Masculine speaker fills Freed Curd Auditorium for Women's Center
BY Scon GIBSON
STAff WRITER

Freed Curd Auditorium was filled
wiU1 laughter as the audience learned
about masculinity through comic skits
about sports, puberty and pornography.

"Crimes

Against

Nature"

is

a

comed ic lecture performed by Chris

Kilmartin, associate psychology professor <~l Mary Washington College in
Fredericksburg, Va. Kilmartin's performance addressed the often challenged
concept of masculinity, and promoted
an awareness and realization of being a
man in today's society.
The event was part of the Women's
Center B.E. S.A.F.E Week activities.
With the awareness it promotes,
"Crimes Against Nature" forces the
audience to realize they can choose
whether to go along with the demands
of masculinity.
Kilmartin shared personal stories,
including ones about the Halloween his
mother dressed him as a girl and sent
hirn lo kindergarten and the time he
tried out for the junior high baseball
team.
Malt Kovach, graduate student from
Detroit, related to Kilmartin's experiences.

BY JENNIE

RIPPERDA

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Residential College Association, Student Government
Association and Campus Activities Board would like nothing
more than a weekend invasionan invnsion of families.
Family Weekend 2000 will
begin when the curtain lifts on
the 20th Annual Mr. MSU
Pageant at 7 tonight. The pageant
is sponsored by Alpha Omicron
Pi.

"His examples were quite realistic,"
Kovach said. "What he said was true."
As Kilmartin explained the story of .
his first pornographic magazine experience, he challenged the audience to
pose like the scantily dad models, and
explained how ludicrous the pictures
really are.
"Who wears shoes when they are
naked?" Kilmartin asked.
Kilmartin went on to talk about how
masculinity fights a man's natural
instincts. According to Kilmartin,
nature pulls for safety while masculinity pulls for anger and pain. Instead of
asking for directions and being on time,
men tend to drive in circles for hours in
order to protect their manhood.
Masculinity also makes men homophobic, Kilmartin said. When men go to
the movies together, they often leave a
seat between themselves, as if touching
forearms is some strange sexual representation. Kilmartin said this fear of
closeness not only inhibits men from
sitting next to each other, but it also
stops them from having decent conversations.
"We are so afraid of being close we
can't have a conversation of any substance," Kilmartin said. "We simply
bond."
Kilmartin then explained three types

Activities
will
continue
throughout the weekend with
receptions at the residential colleges, Tent City and a tailgate
party before Saturday's football
game against Western Kentucky
University.
"Family Weekend is an excellent opportunity for parents to
come see where studentg live
and what their Jives away from
home are Like," Neil McMillion,
coordinator of residence education, said.

of bonding: light, medium and heavy.
Light bonding includes talking to
another man, while medium bonding
integrates sports into the conversation.
Heavy bonding between men includes
drinking.
If another man is not available to
drink, Kilmartin suggested drinking
with a dog. Kilmartin said dogs can
drink, but they get drunk much quicker.
"If you have one beer, you're fine/'
Kilmartin said. "But if your dog has one
beer, it's worse because it's like seven in
dog beers."
Kilmartin ended by talking to his
father, who died in 1980. The touching,
one-sided conversation with his father
punctuated with
witty humor,
explained how much Kilmartin missed
his father and the conversations they
never had a chance to share.
"You taught me a lot about being a
man," he said.
"Crimes Against Nature" was written
by Kilmartin and Gregg Stull, an assistant theater professor at Mary Washington College. Kilmartin, who has been a
professional stand-up comedian since
f985, is a counseling psychologist and
expert on men's issues and the author
of "The Masculine Self."

Chris Kilmartin,
associate psycology professor at
Mary Washington
College in
Fredricksburg,
Va., filled the
Freed Curd Auditorium with his
comedic lecture
titled ..Crimes
Against Nature"
as part of this
year's B.E.
S.A.F.E. Week
activities.

laura Deaton/The Nt>w~

Casey Godfrey, RCA president, said Family Weekend is the
largest program RCA sponsors.
This is the second year RCA
has been involved in Family
Weekend, a move event organizers hope has made an impact.
"We anticipate this weekend to
be the biggest family weekend
yet because nearly 30 organizations have signed up for Tent
City," Godfrey said. "The tailgate party will have the Racer
Band and chl:!erleaders, along
with the women's teams."

9Fam.ny Weekend

-

at
Ashby's Sterling
Ice Cre11111

We've got custom-made ice cream
cakes, hand-dipped shakes, malts,
blasts, smoothies, hand-dipped cones,
hand packed pints and quarts,
and clown cones.

Come by today and see what
we have for YOU!

'

508 N. 12th St.

Family Weekend Today and Tomorrow
Professional Athletes Choose Chiropractic
Logan's national reputation as a premier chiropractic college is due in large
pan to faculty members like Dr. Ralph
Filson.
In his private practice, Dr. Filson acts
as consulting doctor of chiropractic to
the St. Louis Cardinals and the
World Champion St. Louis Rams.
In both capacities, Dr. Filson treats
some of the world's best athletes in
professional spons.
lfyou would like to learn more about
an exciting career in chiropractic,
please contact Logan Collge for an
infonnational packet.

1

Dr. Ralpb Filson witb Mark McGwire

1-800-533-9210
www,lozao.cdu
-

-

l{t} l!ll! :{tJ:J(It} .WtJ:II ~{tJ ~ \'·~Ifl (

logaoadm@loeao.edu

185 I Schocttler Road, Chesterfield, MO b30 17
All Equal Opponunlty lnstiwtion of ltt&hcf Education
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Cowboys, tequila, loving, leaving featured in 'Fool for Love'
BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAFF WRITER

The curtains are rising, people are
drinking tequila, and heads are hitting
bedposts in the theater and dance
department's rendition of Sam Shepard's "Fool For love" this weekend.
The play is fulJ of cursing, fighting,
loving and leaving and begins at 7 p.m.
tonight and Saturday. There will be a
2:30p.m. performance Sunday. Admission is free with a Racercard. The show
is running in Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
"There were many emotional challenges while we were doing the play,"
Director Lissa Lee Graham-Schneider
said. "We had one girl just in her bra
and panties, which she was very nervous about. Also the composition of
the characters were really complex."
The play is about a rodeo cowboy
named Eddy, played by Matthew

Garder, senior from Princeton, and his
on-again, off-again romance with May,
played by Jadyn Baton, sophomore
from Central City.
The story is narrated by The Old
Man, played by Dennis Frymire, senior
from Carmi, 111. and takes place on the
night Eddy finds May in a hotel room.
May, who is separated from Eddy, is
waiting for a date with Martin, played
by Jacob York, freshman from Benton.
To complicate matters, Eddy's psychotic ex-lover, the Countess follows him.
"1 think the play leaves an open ending," Frymire said. "The audience will
be forced to think about it and come up
with an ending of their own."
Graham-Schneider said the actors
and actresses worked on the play for
five weeks, while the production and
planning had been perfected for three
to four months.
"The most difficult part of the play
was the stage fighting," Baton said.
"We were always falling, and Matt was

wearing spurs which made it harder."
Garder said he enjoys all parts of the
acting experience.
" I enjoy the entire process(of being in
a play)," he said. " I like finding the
character and the give and take that it
brings."
Three of the perfomters are new to
the Murray State stage.
"I like the fact th..1t there are so many
new faces here," York said. ''It's
encouraging and makes me want to be
more involved."
The play is in a competition held by
the American College Theater Festival.
Jud ges wilJ attend one of the performances and may enter the play in a
regional competition.
"They (ACTF will) say what they
liked and we might move on to the
regional competition," Graham-Schneider said. u After that, if we're really
lucky there are the nationals."
Graham-Schneider l'taid the play's
content is for mature audiences only.

Laura Deaton/ The New!>
Jaclyn Baton, sophomore from Central City, and Matthew G arder, senior from
Princeton, star in "Fool for Love" which runs tonight through Sunday.

on Kentucky Lake

1-800-340-1767
(2 70 ) 4 3 6-2767
www.kentuckylake.com /paradise
FEATURING

• W a te rfront
Vacation Re ntals
• Modern Cottages and C ondos • Boats
• Fishing • Swimming at beach or pool
• Playground • C overed Dock • Golf Nearby
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l/3inest in Consignment"
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117 s. 4th
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-4087
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-

East Main
Cadiz. KY 4221 1
(270) 522-7875

ALA
Congratulations to:
Kim Morris
Tiffany Freeman
Ashley McKnatt
Leann Gray
Ginny Jones
Sally Teague
Jill Speicher
Free Preview
Prime Time Schedule

For being chosen as
2001 Summer 0 Counselors

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8
Bpm
A Civil Action
10pm
Austin Powers: Tho Spy
Who Shagged Me

We are so proud of yo.u all!

.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7
8pm
For lovo 01 thn Game
t0:30pm 6owfingor

Dixieland Shopping CentAtr
( 8•hlnd

H•ra-• on C h-tnut a t.)

767-9111

~

- .....

Verfmltwireless

753-5312

Fax: (270) 753-6494

____ :____ :-1

I All You Can Eat I
I
& Drinfl
I
1 LUNCH Buffet 1
I onl~ $3.99 I

L-------.J

r: ------ --.
Pick up or Delivery Special I

: LARGE PIZZA :

I up to .10 toppings I

Due by Oct:. 6
at: 4:30 p.11,.
in t:he !i6A
office.

.

401 Olive St.
Murray, KY 42071

STARZl C>d IN 6TARZ! logo •• 1og01londel 6!Arl Encc<o LLC. loiOYIES, MOI/I£S, NEW Ill
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8
Bpm
Tho SIXth &!nso
10pm
The Mummy

CELLTOUCH,

'

onl~$7.99
I ______
_ .JI

IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
,.

..

CUSTOMSCREEN PRINT &EMBROIDERY

~ Welcom;!!~ Parents ~
. ~ Monday - Thursday: ·1o a.m. - 7
,I
•
Fn'day: 1o a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
'

•

753-6656

·,.

•

.
Saturday: to a.m. - 3 p.m..
GREEK & MSU APPAREL

804 Chestnut St.
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p.m. ' ·

Across from Sparks Hall
104 N. 15 St.
759-4180
'
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MSU breaks
losing streak
BY JEREMY KIRK
STAFF WRITER

Ending an eight-match losing streak, the Murray State volleyball team shut out the Tennessee State Tigers, 15-1, 15-4, 152 at Racer Arena on Tuesday.
The Tigers, who scored the first point of the match, dug
themselves into a hole shortly after and allowed the Racers to
score 15 unanswered points.
'We were sick of losing," Carrie Potthast, freshman from St.
Rosa, Ill., said. "We changed the line up a lot and were seeing
what works together and who does their job."
Starting the second game, the Racers again let the Tigers
score the first point, but responded, scoring one point off a
serve from Potthast. TSU then took another short Jead, but the
Racers followed with eight unanswered points.
The Tigers managed to score their final two points of the
game off serves from Monique Lamb and Lakesha Brown.
MSU quickly finished the game, scoring three points off aces
from Chrissy Dabbert, sophomore from West Chicago, ill.
The Tigers, who have a season record of 0-13 and a conference record of 0-3, have lost 65 consecutive matches and 40
straight conference matches.
"They're (ISU) getting better, better than last year," Racer
assistant coach Marlene Matti said. "We were more relaxed
(than other matches) and worked together. Hopefully this is a
good thing going into this weekend."
The third game resembled the first two, as the Racers scored
the first five points. After a TSU point, MSU went on another
rally to make the score 11-1.
The Racers allowed one more point before ending the night
with a spike from Potthast. The Tigers quickly and quietly exited the building among the loud cheers from 247 MSU fans.
"Our crowd is amazing," Racer Head Coach David Schwepker said. '1 can't believe how loud they made this gym, and it
made a difference. I'm asking that they come back Oct. 7."

Photos by B;my John<oOn/ Guest

Traci Buck, sophomore from CoUiervtlle, Tenn., drives home a kill during the Racers' victory over Tennessee State Tuesday night.

Overall, Schwepker was pleased with how the team competed, after losing eight matches in a row.
"We were passing a lot better (than previous matches)"
Schwepker said. "When we pass well, we're going to do well.
We changed the lineup and our offense picked up a lot. We
stayed strong and that was a good sign.''
Facing Morehead State today and Eastern Kentucky on Saturday for the infamous "Death Valley" road trip, Schwepker is
confident the team will play well, only if they pass well.
"We can hang with all teams if we can pass, that is all there
is to it," Schwepker said.
The Racers next home game is Oct. 7 against Tennessee
Tech at 2 p.m.

Residents
of
Regents College
cheer for the volleyball
team
Tuesday night.
Regents College
won the competition for the student group that
brought the most
fans to the game.

Racers, Hilltoppers square off Saturday in OVC showdown
Westen
Kentucky n.
Mumy St.ta
RECORDS: MURRAY

2·2 (0-0
OVC), WESTERN
KENlUCt<Y 3.0 (2.0
OVC)
STATE

KICKOFf:
TOMORROW,

6 P.M.
WHERE: ROY
STEWART STADIUM

PREVIOUS MEmNG:
MURRAY STATE 16,
WESTERN 21,

Ocr. 2, 1999.
SERIES RECORD:

WKU LfAOS
33-24·7.

8Y JASON BIWNGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

a career in physical therapy, achieved a
2.72 GP A last year while carrying 31
hours, including making the Dean's Ust
in the spring of 2000.
French had 31 c-.1tches for 547 yards and
three touchdowns last year, and has been
practicing with U1e team throughout the
appeal.
MSU's appeal consisted of a 20-page
document, arguing that French was
"thoroughly misadvised."
"I'm excited for Jason French," Racer
Head Coach Joe Pannun.zio said. "He's

The Murray State Racers outlook for
Saturday's Ohio Valley Conference
showdown with Western Kentucky got a
little brighter on Tuesday.
Jason French. senior wide receiver from
Decatur, Ga. and the Racers third-leading
receiver from last year, was reinstated by
the NCAA on Tuesday after being
declared ineligible for the 2000 season in
August because he didn't meet the
NCAA's "satisfactory progress" standard
which requires athletes to maintain the one that's 1x>en through all of this, he
progress toward a degree.
passed al~ the hours he. was advised to
"''m glad to be back , French said after take. Obvtously Jason Will help our footpractice on Tuesday. •:1 had to fight back ' ball team,, but ~'m hap.py for Jas?,n
the tears when Coach Ooe) Pannunzio because he s thl' b1ggest wtnner today.
told me. I've got four games built up in
me, so I don't want to be too excited Sat- WKU defense, offense
urday night. But, I feel like I've been
Now that P;umunzio's offense has all of
locked up for a crime I didn't commjt. I its weapons at receiver, running back and
want to thank all of the people who offensive line back, he can focus on hvo
worked for me to get back on the field, things.
and I especially want to thank my teamThe team will try to keep its offensive
mates for sticking by me and keeping my success at a level close to the one displayed in S.1turday's 41-24 victory over
spirits up."
French changed his major last year and Indiana State.
Western's defense has onJy given up 14
feU several credits short of what the
NCAA requires of rising seniors. French, points in three games, including shutouts
an exercise science major who is pursuing against UT-Martin and Elon and finding

a way to stop WKU's option attack,
which has already accounted: for 1,070
yards rushing and 44 points per game.
The Hilltoppers will be the second consecutive, and third total, option offense
the Racers have faced this season.
After losing 19-17 to Samford on Sept. 7
and defeating Indiana State 41-24 on Saturday, Pannunzio is still concerned about
how his defense will stop the Hilltopper
running game.
"If there was anything we learned about
Saturday night and playing Samford, it's
that what we found out what were doing
defensively wasn't working," Pannunzjo
said. "So, we are going to do something
completely different Saturday that Westem Kentucky hasn't seen us do.
"They have some really good football
players, starting with their tailback
DeWayne Gallishaw," he said. "Their
quarterback, Jason Johnson, is a guy who
presents a lot of problems on defense
when he gets out there and starts running.
The problem with the option is they read
out what they are going to do based on the
defense, so you don't know where they
are going until right then."
Pannuzio said the WKU defense will be
one of the best defenses they ¥-'ill play
against all season.
"They have Bobby Sippio, who is a great

player and a great defensive back, and
Melvin Wisham, who is as good a line.
backer as we are going to face this year,"
Pannunz.io said. "Their defense as a whole
is really fast and athletic. They do a great
job and they are fundamentally sound.
"I think when you look at Western Kentucky on ftlm, I think they're a lot like their
coach, Jack Harbaugh," he said. " He is a
tough, hard-nosed guy, and he is what
football is aU about. He takl.'S a hard-nosed
approach to stop the running game, and
they play like that. When everything is fin ished Saturday night, it'll be like two
heavyweight champions sticking it in
there."
Pannunzio does realize his team will
have to play at the top of their potential to
defeat the No. 24-ranked Hilltoppcrs on
Saturday.

WKU 3-0,2-0
EIU 3-1,1-0

TIU 2·1, 1:.0
MSU 21-2,00
rrsu 1-3, o-o
EKU 2-1, 0-1
SEMO 2-2, o-1
UT-M 1-3, 0-2

"I think they're probably a better football team than us right now," Pannun7jo
said. "They're probably more talented,
deeper and more experienced than we are,
and right now they look like one of the top
teams in the conference. But that doesn't
mean they'll win. We'll pl<~y from tht> bottom of our toes to the top of our heads and
we'U see what happens Saturday night."

Kickoff for Saturday's game is 6 p.m. at
Roy Stewart Stadium.

Soccer nets first home OVC win Northern climate could be chilly
for former Murray State coach
BY JEREMY KIRK
STAFF WRITER

The Murray State Racers (7-4, 1-1 OVC) earned its
first conference win and fifth shutout of the season
Wednesday with a 7-0 victory over the UT-Martin Skyhawks (0-11, 0-2 OVC).
Scoring three goals in the first half and four in the
second, the Racers regrouped from their first conference game, a 3-0 loss to Tennessee Tech on Sept. 20.
"After that loss, we wanted to make a difference, and
that's what we did," April Freeman, senior from Paducah, said. "We played really well today."
After just 11 games, the Racers are already the best
first-year program in the nation this year, according to
Soccer Buzz magazine (www.soccerbuzz.com).
Controlling the ball much of the game, the Racers
scored their ftrst goal 27 minutes into the first half.
Shauna Kline, freshman from Des Moines, Iowa,
passed to Brooke Royer, sophomore from Springfield,
m., who sent a shot straight past the Skyhawks goalkeeper, Paige Robinson.
"We played really well tonight," Racer Head Coach
Mike Minielli said. "Before the game and during halftime, I told them (the Racers) to take it to them (UfMartin), and we did what we were supposed to."
Scoring again eight minutes later, Lindsey
Gustafson, freshman from Sioux Falls, S.D., headed the
ball in the net off an assist from Christine Brannen,
sophomore from Goshen. To finish the half, Brooke
Lencki, freshman from Murray, recovered a lost ball in
front of the net and scored in the 41st minute.
"We've really been putting things together, and
keeping things up," Freeman said. "We kept the intensity up and didn't play to their level."

Ryan Brooks/Tile News

Brooke Lencki, freshman from l\1 urray, heads
a pass to a teammate in Wednesday's 7-0 win.
Gustafson scored her second goal of the game 10
minutes into the second half to gh·e the Racers a 4-0
lead.
Jackie Thomas, freshn1.10 from St. l.ouis, lead the
way for the next two scores. fhomas scored her own
goal in the 59th minute on an assist from Freeman.
Thomas returned the favor one minute later, assisting
Freeman on her only goal of the game.
"UT-Martin is struggling this year," Minielli said .
"We executed a lot bettt•r (than previous games), and
hope we keep playing well. Our goal is to make a statement, and we accomplished that."
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Maybe the cold weather is getting
into Denver Johnson's head.
The former Murray State football
coach's comments about the chil1s in
Illinois were taken harshly by some last
year and now, after his Illinois State
Redbirds started 1-2 (after being ranked
fifth nationally in some preseason rankings), the signs of the weather and its
effect on Johnson's mind are becoming
evident.
Some thought Johnson's comments
last year were funny; however, the present situation with Johnson is no laughing matter. So, in this excerpt from an
Associated Press story, which was published Sept. 21 in "The P.1ducah Sun;·
you will not fmd any nuggets of his
wisdom, like facts about "cows (urinat·
ing) on a ftclt rock."
"It was very obvious to me at Northem that they had an extraordinarily
insightful g.1me plan ag<~inst us," Johnson said. "l heard those same rumors as
well and kind of put two-and-two
together. It is very disappointing to me,
but I think it is a distinct possibility maybe even a probability."
What Johnson spoke of was the possibility (or l'ven probability) of an
unnamed Murray State assistant,
maybe, possibly, probably, sending the
Northern lllinois coaching staff a copy

of Johnson's old offensive playbook
from Murray State.
Northern Illinois handed Johnson's
Redbirds their worst defl•at since 1959,
defeating Illinois Statt• 52·0. Jolmson
~aid Northern had the Redbirds
"skunked up good," but he doesn' t
want to "appc<1r like a sour grape in the
deal."
If Johnson's alleg.1tions are true, then
we have really reached the lowest point
in coaching history. But do I believe this
happened?
'
Nah.
It is possible that Northern Illinois
did have an "extraordinarily insightful"
game plan. And how do you expl.1in
the Redbirds' loss to Southeast Mbsouri a Wl'i!k l.1ter? SEMO is a team that
the Racers l'at for breakfast each venr,
and Northern Illinois, once the filthranked team in 1-AA, fell to them in
overtime.
But here's the truth: I have the playbook. r sent it to every coach in Divi..,ion
I-A and 1-AA I even posll•d it on the
Internet. Every diagram can be found at
my personal website, which is ...
http:/ /www.givemeabreak.edu.
1 guess the cold weather is getting to
me, too.

Grl'g Stark is the associate editor for "Tile
Murray Stak Nl'tvs. "

Sports Talk

GREG
STARK
"MAYBE THE
COLD WEATHER

IS GETTING INTO
DENVER

jOHNSON'S
HEAD."
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ovc Action

SportLigtrt
Mario Riley,
Lauren McAdams
Mario RJ1ey and
Lluren McAdams
are in this week's
;Racer Sportlight.
Riley, sopho·
more tailback
;from Colorado
Springs, Colo.,
ntshed for a
career-high "171
yards and two
touchdown:- in
Murray State's 41·
24 :victory over
lndJana State on
Saturday.
The transfer
from the Universily of Arkansas
eamedOVC
Offensive Player
of the Week for

his ~rformancc.
lt was his first
start on the offensive side of the
ball.
McAdams,
.freshman from
Evansville,
recorded two
assi::tts in the Rae;.
ers 4-3 victory
over East Tennessee State on
Sunday.
These were her
eighth and ninth
1
:assists in 10
games, ranking
her ninth in
NCAA Division]
in assists per
game average
(.90 apg).

FastFact
On Sept. 27.
1968, Bob Gibson
struck out 11 bat·
ters in <11..0
shutout victory
over the Astros.
This lowered his
(ERA to 1.12, the
modem National
iLcaguc record.
Source: ESPN

..........
fooiW
. . . 23
......1

•......... 24

Racer football players visit
local elementary schools
On the eve of Murray State's matchup
with Indiana State, six Racer footbaU
players spent their morning at Robertson
Elementary School.
On Sept. 22, seniors Ashley Freeman,
from Fairhope, Ala., and fLlon Van Over,
from Walnut, Calif.; juniors Josh Mckeel,
from Murray, and Sam Gregg. from
Amory, Miss.; and sophomores Jeremy
Goodman, from Louisville, and Cameron
Martin, from Georgetown, took time to
visit each class at the school. read to the
students and answer questions from stu·
dents and teachers.
Every student received a complimentary ticket to the Indiana State game on
Saturday.

Women's golf places eighth
at Lady Rebel Invitational
The Murray State women's goU team
fmished eighth at the 13-team Lady Rebel
Invitational held Sept. 22-24 in Oxford,
Miss.
Central Florida won the tournament
with a three-round score of 918, followed
by Arkansas State, 923; host Mississippi,
926; Georgia State, 952; New Orleans,
%2; Austin Peay, 963; Troy State, 967;
MSU, 972; Jacksonville State, 974; Jackson
State, 985; South Alabama, 1,011; Monte-

OVC Football
Schedule
S•tu<ll•y
Ul· 'IJtlin .11 T•111'oe15<·~ T«h. I
pm
W~,._~ Kl:luucl't' !toll ~turr.~y StJte.
6p~m .

St.•ulftc.ht MiGC~tUirl•'' l ' .,~~rn
i'('llflhh::~)'• ~ p.nt

Men's, women's cross counby
teams compete in Arbnsas
The men's cross country team placed
three runners in the top 10 en route to a
second place overall finish in the
Arkansas State University Pizza Inn-dian
Invitational held Sept. 23 in Jonesboro,
Ark.
Jeremy Kirk, junior from Aloha, Ore.,
finished fourth overall with a time of
20:31.
I
joe Davis, sophomore from Benton,
and Brian Palmer, senior from Benton,
placed eighth and ninth p lace, respectively, with times of21:16 and 21:28.
Western Kenh1cky won the meet with
an overall score of 35, while Murray compiled a total of 41. The University of Mis·
sissippi placed third with 67, followed by
Arkansas State (114), Southeast Missouri
(130), and UT-Martin (172).
The women's team also Showed a
strong performance as they placed third
in a seven-team field.

OVC Volleyball
Standings
ovc
SEMO
TIU

EIU
UTM

APSU
MSU
Morehead
EKU
TSU

Overall

Todoy
UT-1\.urhn •t Mot<hnd, II • m.
IMk!Wln\'Jik, St.ttit .tt Au,hn l't.7"Y'

6·8

1-1

8-7
3-8

S~,_,uttw.nt Ml'l~<lUrt

8-3
3-9

S..tutdly
Eutom Illinois., r.,_ 1e<h.

1-3

9--l

7-4
9-4

0-13

""'"'
1'.\•t<m llltnoiHI I tun""""' S\.11<,
I p.m
Muruy Sur. ill F..o~•t•m Kl'lltucky,
lpm
lod~

.u r~nn~

2 p.m

Zpm.
Mondoy

' • · 0\.

ovc
EIU
TTU
MSU
SEMO
Morehead
UTM

1-0
1-0
1-1

0-0
0-1
0·2

Overall
9-2-0
4-5-0
7-4-0
4-2-1
5-4·1

0-11-0

pm

UT·M•rnn .11 S<>ull"''"'l 1\.h'IOO\lrl
~tat•, !'· )(), p n..

r11VW5... Sl.l"',

semifm.als.
After an early defeat, Kerry-Lea Glas..<:,

nue

Stot~.

Tund•y
SontheA..'-" Minourt at Murr.ay C.t.Jk',

• p.m.
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~22

;v...... t

.uo

1.
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"Sports Briefly" is compiled by Assistant
Sports Editor Sam Aguiar.

SWidly

r,"""...,._.., l'ech ••LIT•M.,tin,

EKU3

Mario Riley was named the OVC
Offensive Player of the Week after his
performance against Indiana State. The
sophomore from Colorado Springs,
Colo., rushed for a career-high 171 yards
and two touchdowns on only 13 carries
in the Racers 41-24 victory over Indiana
Stare. Riley averaged 13.2 yards per carry
and scored on runs of 15 and 56 yards.

Hl.'~tl't

:t•lutd•y
Murrw !;1.11~ •l Ar~•.n... i
1 p.m.

WIW38
SEIIIO 14

Mario Riley eams OVC Offensive
Player of the Week honors

Residential
Colleges

Moreh<o~d ~~ E.lsa.om ltllnou, 4 p m
S.•ulhe.>st 1\.h!>ouro •I Tonncs-

h"<h.4

EIU42
UT·Matln 7

Softb•ll Sundittss
u of Th llllld.ly

Tod~y

1 p.m Arbnsu· I illl~ Rock ot
Morfl,.·oJ,noon

Mor.-h<lk1al M•r•holl. 6 r m
l.oyu1• (lhic:>~o)ot l'u!rn>lllln<>il,
MuruvSuwOI
7p.m.

The Murray State women's tennis team
posted positive results last weekend at
the three-day Billiken Fall Women's Classic, which was hosted by St. Louis University.
The doubles team of Gina Katona,
senior from Budapest, Hungary, and
Cheryl Graham, SCJphomore from
Peachtree City, Ga., reached the championship match of the No. 3 and 4 bracket
before falling to lllinois State (8-5) in the
eight-game pro set.
In the No. 1 and 2 singles bracket, Erica
Heshelman, sophomore from Rockton,
Ill., defeated a Southern Illinois competi-

OVC Soccer
Schedule

tor before falling to the eventunl upper
bracket champion in the semifinals.
Also, Melissa Spencer, freshman from
Roswell, Ga., defeated girls from Indiana
State and Missouri before falling in the

jwl.ior from Alpharetta, Ga., posted two
consecutive victories to win the upper
bracket consolation championship in No.
3 and 4 singles.
Maria Alonte, junior from Milwaukee,
also competed in the No. 3 and 4 bracket. She lost in the first round but posted
three consecutive victories to win the
lower bracket consolation championship.
In the No. 5 and 6 singles bracket,
Katona lost in the first round but then
posted two consecutive wins before
falling in the consolation championship.

Women's tennis competes
in St. Louis at •ken Classic

OVC Soccer
Standings

OVC Volleyball
Schedule

3·0
3-1
2·1
3-2
0-1
0-1
0·3

Emily Herndon, junior from Gresham,
Ore., was Murray State's top performer,
finishing fourth with a time of 15:54.
Erin McMullen, freshman from Salem,
Ill., placed lOth after completing in 16:20.
Susana Beraun. freshman from Bowling
Green, finished 16th with a time of 16:45,
and Brookley Longworth, senior from
Henderson, placed 24th at 17:48.
Western Kentucky also won the worn·
en's meet, finishing with a score of 22.
Memphis was second with 75 while the
Lady Racers scored 80. The University of
Mississippi (103), Arkansas State (106),
Jackson State (133) and UT-Martin (162),
complete the scoring.

vallo, 1,051; and Mobile, 1,054.
Cuyler Hedley, freshman from
Ontario, Canada, and Stephanie Baskey,
sophomore from Mount Sterling, Ky.,
tied for 25th in the 76-goUer meet with
three-round scores of 242.
Murray State will host the Lady Racer
Classic Tuesday and Wednesday at
Miller Memorial Golf Course

•

Please note the Flag Football Deadline
has been extended until Thurs., Oct. 12.
Coaches Meetings will be Wednesday,
Oct., 11 and Thurs. , Oct. 12 at 4 :30
p.m. in the Intra Collegiate Sports and
Recreation Office (1st floor Curris
Center, in the back of SGA). Coaches
must attend either the meeting on Wed.
or Thurs. All rosters are due by the
deadline. The entry fee is $45 per team.
All paying teams ( fraternities, sororities,
and independents) must bring a check
payable to Murray State University with
the roster. Official's Clinics will be Mon.
Oct. 16 and Tue., Oct. 17 from 7 p.m.
·until 9 p.m. in the RSEC building. Two
representatives from each male team
must attend ONE clinic. For more info,
please call 762-4458.

'''
I

Runners - remember our 5K
Homecom ing Run Fri. , Oct. 27 at 5 p .m.
Entry fee is $10 to pre-register and $15
the day of the race. Entry forms are
available in the office.

'

I

I

........,......
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Racers, Riley run over S,camores MSU rifle, .rowing teams
., ,
pin new head coaches
BvSAM AGUWt

AssiST.ANT SPOitTS

........ 24
ltlclciiR M~Y
STAlE 2-2,

"*"" STAlE ().4

ICIY l'l.\1'111:
MMIO Ruv, 13
CAlliES, 171 YAID$
IUSHING, 'IWO
TOUCHDOWNS.
CoMMBf'IS: 'TIMMY

(IJNYIUEt GOT A

TOOIC THE COINEIS
IN. I SAW A CtniACIC,
AND IT WAS OPEN
MlDROMHN."
· RILEY, ON HIS 56YAIO TOUOfDOWN

: IUN THAT SEALED THE

' RAc:asVICTOIY
SATUIDAY.

EDITOR

""-~

Racer Head Coach Joe Pannunzio
looked as if he had his troops ready for
Ohio Valley Conlen!nce action Saturday as the Racers defeated fndillna
State 41-24.
Highlighted by a career-high ruehing
performance from Mario Riley, ~
more from Colorado Springs, ColO.,
and a consistent passing attadc, the
Racers broke open a dosetoNelt in lhe
third quarter to obtain their second win
of the year.
Riley proved to be the spark the Raeen needed u he rushed for 111 yards
and two touchdowns on only 13 carries
as the MSU running game compiled
298yards.
Quarterback Stewart Childress,
freshman from Princeton, also amtinued his consistent play as his 258 paseing yards, combined with the rushing
performance, helped the Racers accumulate 556 yards ol total of&!nae. Only

a.oar

W~AM 610 iD~

halftime and post-pme programming produced at WNBSThe Racer Radio Network AM by Neil Bradley and Sam
now consists of seven radio Rickman.
stations: two each in Murray
WKMS is ~ porand Mayfield and one each in tions of many of ill replar
Hopkinsville and Pad- programs to create airtime for
the games. Most games on the
ucah.
wn&FM 91.3 and WNBS- schedule will air in their entireAM 13&0 in Murray and ty with the exception of few
WLLB·FM 94.7 and WYMC- Saturday gamea whole start
AM lMO in Mayfield are the times conflict with "'Prairie
dOielt stations for students Home Compal'liGft with Gerrland Murray teddents to hear aon Keillor" OD Wk'MS.
Racer footiMD and basketball
"Prairie ~ Compenicn"'
broadcaata.
alra &om 5 to ?p.m. on SaturWICMS broadcula pre-ga~Mr days and has an estimated
STAFf

and WDXRrAM 1480 ioPaducah, wllltm.ctcast about9.0per-

antofaUpma.

WNBS aQd wtLB irill Mft
ai1M. . . $tate~,
.induciJns the Joe Pmnunzio
ndlo show every Tlwnc:l.y

Ben-

!Uzht at 6:30.
Fans can aJao listen to the
broacbell at WNBS's weblite
at www.wnbliadio.~ and
the Murray
athletic's site

Sta•

-~~Wln

doW.a ~...,. .........

b1 bc;ef .... for th(. . . . .
bnWicUL

...

Attention
Organizati·o ns
•

Attention All

Organization picture contracts are due to
the Shield Office by 4:30 p.m.
on Tuesday, Oct. 3
Organi~on pictures are ~t 3-4
from 5-l 0 p.m. in the first flOcir Cu$.
Center Art Gallery,.
itd ; .

.

This is your last chance to get your portrait

made for the year~
Thesday, Oct. 3 • 10 lllL- ~ p.m.
Wednesda.f.i:Octl4 9 LJD. - 4 p.m.
Thursday, ~. S • 9 a.m. - 12 p.m.

j
'L

Be

'

an

1304 Cheetnut St.
Dixieland Shopping Center

I
1

•·•--*-·---R"DU-------•

2.000 LadY Racer Cta

Mr. Lawrence Ross, Jr.

Author of "The Divine Nines
History of African-American Fraternities
and Sororities In America''

Book lecture will be in the
Curris

C~riter

Ball Room

o~ Sept. 29, 2000

at 7 p.m.

I

I
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Rowing teams begin with victor,ies
BY

SM\

A GUIAR

A SSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State rowing teams
opened their seasons last weekend with wins at the Head of the
Licking in Cincinnati.
The women's varsity eight won
its sole race in the 5,000-meter
{3.1-milc) cou rse with a time of 20
minutes, 3 seconds against the
Westerville (Ohio) Rowing Club.
"Our technique was exceUent,"
MSU Assistant Coach Tori Hindman said. "We're working with
different things this fall, and the
rowers d id exactly what we
asked . We had power where there
needed to be."

On the men's side, the club
team competed in two races. In
the eight man competition, the
team placed first out of four teams
and broke the course record in the
process. The team posted a
record-breaking time of 17:28. The
previous record was 17:54, which
was set by MSU last year .
"I was extremely impressed by
breaking the record," Men's Head
Coach Jason Holman said. ''To
see that we are 26 seconds faster
than last season makes me very
proud."
In the four-man competition,
the squad finished second ou t of
six teams after completing the
course in 21:24. Miami of Ohio

won the race, finishing in 19:41.
Men's Assistant Coach Noah
Hewett-Ball was also pleased
with the dub's debut.
" It was definitely a good start
to our season," Hewett-Ball said.
"We'll face a lot stiffer competition later on but we still feel confident. There's a lot of power in
our boats on the technique will
continue to progress."
The men's club team travels to
Chicago on <Xt. 7 for the Chicago
Chase and the Racers next competition will be at Washington
University in St. Louis on Oct.l4.
Both varsity and novice rowers
are expected to row for the women's team.

TO
FOOTBALL PREDICTIONS

CONTRIBUTING W I!ITEI!

NCAA regulations allow baseball teams 22 weeks of practice
and play time throughout the
year.
The Thoroughbred s chose to
have five weeks during the fall
season for practice, leaving 17
weeks for the spring season.
Thus far, the team's fall practice has consisted of situational
scrimmages and evaluations on
the coaches beha lf.
On ce the fh·e weeks h ave

ended , the team will condition
throughout the winter.
This season promises to be a
competitive year for the ' Breds.
"We have nine incoming players to replace the loss of five
graduated seniors. We also have
17 players from last season's roster," ' Breds Assis tant Coach
Brent Osborne said.
Mike Voyles, junio r from
Louisville and a transfer from
Glen Oaks Comm unity College,
played in the Junior Co llege
Division IT World Series last

[~

~~

Billingsley

AJyson
English

Jason

Chris

Yates

Bacon

Spons Edi1or

Copy Eduor

Editor in Chief

MSU·TV II

10-5

9-6

10-5

11-4

41-19

40-20

37-23

38-22

Jason

Previous Week's Record
Overall Record

GAME

';Breds look to replace five seniors
BY STEPHANIE ELDER

a

GURU~S~~~-ri

FOOTBALL

year, where his team placed
third. Voyles was also a junior
collt:>ge regional Player of the
Year.
Voyles was recntited to replace
former player Chris Johnson.
Johnson currently plays for a
minor league team in Clinton,
Iowa in the Cincinnati Reds organization.
Wnlk-on tryouts for the team
we re rect:'ntly held, and as of
today, middle infielder Ryan
Seay, freshman from Murray, is
the only new addition to the roster.

N.Y. Giants at Tennessee
San Diego at St. Louis
Baltimore at Cleveland
Indianapolis at Buffalo
Minnesota at Detroit
Pittsburgh at Jacksonville
Dalla'> at Carolina
Arizona at San Francisco
New England at Denver
Chicago at Green Bay
Miami at Cincinnati
Tampa Bay at Wushinglon
.Atlanta at Philadelphia
Seattle at Kansa~ City

Tennessee
St. Louis
Baltimore
Indianapolis
Minnesoea
Jacksonville
Carolina
San Francisco

WKUatMSU

N.Y. Giants

Green Bay
Miami
Tampa Bay
Philadelphia
Seattle

Jacksonville
Carolina
San Francisco
Denver
Green Bay
Miami
Tampa Bay
Philadelphia
Kansas City

Tennessee
St. Louis
Baltimore
Indianapol is
Detroit
Jacksonvi lie
Carolina
San Francisco
Denver
Green Bay
Miami
Tampa Bay
Atlanta
Kansas City

N.Y. Giants
St. Louis
Baltimore
Indianapol is
Minnesota
Jacksonville
Carolina
Snn Fmncisco
Denver
Green Bay
Miami
Washington
Philadelphia
Kansas City

MSU

MSU

WKU

W KU

St. Louis
Baltimore
Indianapolis

Minnesota

Denver

Jason Billingsley/ The News
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CUNNINGHAM:

RED BELT:
Dennison said WKU
'misinterpreted' OVC

someone else," she said
Wednesday. "It makes me a
little nervous because I don't
even know what's going on
and I don't know why all this
is happening ... so I'm just
more cautious of who I'm with
and where I'm going."
Amanda Pelley, senior from
f'rom Page 1
Paducah, lives off campus, but
punishable by one to five commonly visits her boyfriend
years in prison an? a $1,000 to and other friends in Regents.
$10,000 fine. The crime
"I just would sign in at the
includes knowingly and front desk and go up in the
unlawfully restraining anoth- elevator by myself and I could
er person under circumstances travel to the fifth floor or to the
that risk serious physical lOth floor- it didn't matter,"
injury.
Pelley said. "Basically, as long
Mittie Southerland, interim as you were signed in ... it was
director of Public Safety, said fairly loose to go throughout
sexual assault victims rarely the building."
press charges because they
Pelley said now her
may be embarrassed.
boyfriend comes to the first
"The vast majority of sexual
floor to accompany her.
assaults across the cow1try are
'1t's just sad that it has to be
not reported and the ones that
done and that people took
are reported, very few people
choose to take criminal advantage of the freedom they
were giving and it had to
action," she said.
affect
everybody," she said.
In most cases of sexual
The
2000·01 "Student Life
assault, the victim knows the
Handbook"
s~tes guests must
offender, Southerland said.
be signed i.n at the front desk
and be escorted by the resi~
Meanwhile, some students dent to and from the room.
at Regents have noticed their Each residential college may
resident advisers cracking implement its own policy.
Front desks at the colleges
down on visitor escorts and
are
staffed 24 hours a day,
encouraging students to lock
and are responsible
according
their doors.
of peoto
check
identification
Regents resident Diane
ple
entering
the
building.
Baker,
sophomore
from
The crime occurred a day
Louisville, said she recently
noticed more signs requiring before the Be Educated About
A Sexual Assault-Free Envivisitors to be escorted.
''And we've had our RAs ronment Week. The Women's
mention to us to make sure Center sponsored seminars
our doors are locked and that and activities throughout
we should walk around with week.

Regents College
implements
stricter actions

I

From Page 1
break our non-conference contracts we had
already signed, and we don't feeJ we need to do
that.
"We're not saying this is the termination of
our rivalry," he said. ''But as of right now, it
looks like it will be either 2004 or 2005 before we
can try to put something together. We have been
approached by Murray State and Eastern Kentucky, but also by SEMO and Eastern illinois to
continue our standing rivalries with them, so it
goes beyond the state boundaries."
Western Kentucky is playing its last season in
the OVC after Conference presidents gave the

TIPPER:
Students have mixed
reactions from speech
From Page 1
of Defense Dick Cheney, in the Nov. 7 election.
Tipper Gore talked of a Democratic administration that would balance the budget, pay
teachers fairly, p ass a patients' bill of eights,
support a middle class tax cut, give seniors prescription drug benefits and provide health care
for every child.
"There's unfinished business and we're going
to finish it," she said.
Gore said her husband would support granting a compensation to Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant workers who became ill because of
exposure to radiation and chemicals.
"My husband and Joe Lieberman will keep
fighting and will not give up the fight until this
wrong is made a right," she said.
Gore highlighted record-high home ownership and 22 million new jobs as evidence of the
economy's strength during the eight years her

Precautions increase

1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.

J

husband served as vice president as part of Bill
Clinton's administration.
"It's no accident we have a very strong economy in this country," she told the crowd. "Politics is personal when you stop and Hunk about
how it can affect you in your daily life."
Kentucky is important in the General Election,
and her husband will make another trip to the
state before Nov. 7, Gore said. She reminded
voters that John F. Kennedy won the 1960 elec·
tion by one vote per precinct.
"This state can make the difference," she said.
"Your vote is very important. Help to fight any
cynicism you can find."
Murray State student Patrick Stone, senior
from Cave-In-Rock, D1., was not impressed with
the campaign promises he heard at the rally.
"It's like most politicians," he said. "A
promise is a promise, now they just got to keep
them."
While he was not sold on the policies she outlined, Stone said he hopes her appearance in
western Kentucky w ill draw other national
politicians here.
Cheri Riedel, senior from Murray, said she
agreed with Gore that individuals' votes count.
"She was pretty general except for the com-

ments about the diffusion plant," she said.
Stone pointed o ut key Democrats who spoke
before Gore talked longer than she did.
"It (Gore's speech) was only 15 minutesyou'd think she'd speak longer than that," he
said.
Political science professor Mark Wattier
a ttended the rally. He said the Democratic vote
in western Kentucky is strong and Gore's visit
was an attempt by the Democratic Party to
mobilize voters here.
''If you don't work for their vote, a lot of people stay home," he said. ''They're making calculations that they need these electoral college
votes."
Gore's visit comes after recent polls show her
husband behind Bush in Kentucky.
In addition, Wattier said the crowd was much
smaller than he expected for an event of this
stature. He said officials attempted to make the
a udience appear larger by gathering the crowd
closer to the podium.
Gore told reporters after her speech that Paducah was special to her because some of her
cousins live in the city and she used to vacation
there as a child. Gore visited with her family
back stage before her public appearance.
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have a different viewpoint. We felt like we were
invited into the OVC a couple of years ago to
build these natural rivalries we have, but then
we were basically asked to leave. They forced
this on us."
"
Whatever the politics that created the situation, the teams w ill ~till play a game Saturday.
First year Racer Head Coach Joe Pannunzio is
learning quickly about this rivalry from alumni.
After the Racers victory over Indiana State on
Saturday, an older Murray State graduate
approached Pannunzio and showed him a piece
of paper from his wallet.
"On this slip of paper was every WesternMurray game score since he had been alive and
he told me he did not want to leave this earth
with the Red Belt in Bowling Green," Pannunzio
said.
Selig said while this may be the last game for a
while, he hopes the rivalry can continue in a few
years.
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Terri Walston, formerly of Headlines,
will be joining the staff of Hair Art

Hill toppers a choice thjs summer to join the Ohio
Valley Conference in all sports or leave the conference altogether.
MSU Athletics Director E.W. Dennison said
many people have misinterpreted the OVC president's decision.
"We gave them the opportunity to play in the
OVC for all sports, we did not kick them out,"
Dennison said. "It's not as bad when Morehead
and Austin Peay are only not playing football,
but the difference is with Western they're are not
in our conference for 16 other sports.
"They are having to schedule Gateway games
with teams they've never played before, so we
realize they are currently going through a scheduling nightmare, but this situation is their doing
as much as ours," he said.
Selig said he felt differently about the OVC's
decision.
"Our folks here are disappointed about these
rivalries being put on hold," he said. "But we
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